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The Democracy of

The middle market is no longer a technological backwater, overshadowed by large

Technology

corporations that dominate with significant technology spending on enterprise solutions.
This is the decade of agile organizations that harness technology and distribute it to the
masses. The development of critical software applications and efficient delivery platforms
accelerates adoption. It also shifts the balance of power.
Start-ups and established companies alike have access to transformational technology with
little up-front investment of time or money – witness the evolution of Software as a Service
(SaaS) or cloud computing, with lower infrastructure costs and greater ease of set-up versus
the traditional on-premise model.
Figure A provides an overview of how enterprise technology has evolved.
(Figure A) Enterprise Technology Democratizes
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Significant competitive advantages are available to companies that are early to identify
trends, harness new platforms and utilize relevant technologies to communicate with and
serve clients.

It’s a democracy built on gathering and organizing data, paired with

value-added analysis. The player who best enables clients to use the data – whether for
problem-solving, sales or process improvement – wins.
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Consumer Market a

Guess where the early adopters reside? Consumer technology has become the beta site for

Beta Site for

business to observe functionality, better understand human decision making and witness an

Business

accelerating adoption cycle. It also provides insight into the next generation of tech-savvy
and tech-friendly decision makers who may just happen to be future employees and clients.
How do they expect to access information, analyze it and use it to make decisions? Figure B
provides an overview of how technology has increasingly been adopted by consumers and
integrated into daily life with exponential speed.
(Figure B) New Technology Adoption Rates, First 20 Quarters After Launch
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Technology

As technology adoption escalates, use patterns also evolve. It wasn’t long ago that people

Embedded in

used their phones to speak to others. Now, Apple estimates that users of its iPhone spend

Everyday Life

only 45% of their time on the device actually making calls. And, according to the Pew
Internet and American Life Project, 38% of U.S. cell phone users – or 89 million
people – have accessed the Internet from their phones in the past year, up from 25% a year
ago.
Clients and employees are increasingly tech-savvy in their personal lives. They’ve seen
what can be achieved and have come to appreciate the value of technology in their
day-to-day lives.

Figure C (next page) provides an

overview of how technology has

become inextricably linked with how consumers communicate, gather information, affiliate,
and make decisions.
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(Figure C) Pervasive Technology Trends

Business

Target markets are increasingly populated by “digital natives” who have high expectations

Technology is

for what technology can deliver and they bring those expectations into the workplace.

Quickly Following

Historically, business, with its large user base and heavy investment in existing technology,
is slower to adopt new technology.

However, as laptops, broadband Internet, and

numerous mobile applications have become ubiquitous, business clients have adapted
decision-making in response. Business clients are demanding:


Immediate access to information – when, where and in the moment it’s needed;



High efficiency, seamless collection and manipulation of data on open or unified
platforms;



The

ability

to

share

the

results

with

internal

and

external

teams

in

a

simple, easy-to-understand manner;


Transparency that allows them to make apples-to-apples comparisons of products,
pricing, service, information, and/or security; and



Targeted communications that help them understand why they should engage one
company versus another.
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This power shift to consumers is most apparent in the world of purchasing decisions, where
up to 90% of retail commerce, according to Bazaarvoice, is now influenced by online
consumer feedback and research, rather than the traditional branded mass-marketing
campaigns. Web services, social media, streaming video and always-on connectivity that
meet expectations for immediate answers and access to information have the opportunity to
create a more compelling value proposition for business clients.

Data Proliferates

According to the IDC, “the digital universe (meaning all of the electronic data that gets
created from smartphones, desktops, servers, RFID readers, etc.) will double every 18
months.” Businesses are already staggering under the load. What information is most
important?

How can it be shared?

organized?

Without answers to these key questions, the data isn’t valuable — it’s

overwhelming.

How should it be evaluated?

Businesses are calling out for help.

How should it be

In a study sponsored by EMC

Corporation, titled The Digital Universe Decade – Are You Ready?, it is noted that “Last year,
despite the global recession, the Digital Universe set a record. It grew by 62% to nearly
800,000 petabytes. A petabyte is a million gigabytes. Picture a stack of DVDs reaching from
the Earth to the moon and back. … This explosive growth means that by 2020, our Digital
Universe will be 44x as big as it was in 2009. Our stack of DVDs would now reach halfway
to Mars.” Historically, control over data has led to market power and significant financial
returns – especially if the data is proprietary in nature or hard to create. Clients value a
product or service that leverages technology to make complex data and processes simple.
Almost every significant Internet application of the past decade has been supported by a
database application.

Think Amazon, Google, Facebook, eBay and the ever growing

customer loyalty programs.

What to Do?

Embrace the challenge and make sure your team takes the same approach.
naysayers or those overwhelmed by change.

Ban the

The days of technologically illiterate

management are at an end. The companies that will create great value over the next decade
will see this period of accelerated innovation and adoption as an opportunity.

Many

middle-market companies cannot afford the time or money to invest in “futurists” or teams
of self-described “techno-geeks” whose job is to stay abreast of all the latest technology
developments – unless, like some of our clients, technology is the primary focal point of
your product or service. Even those clients struggle to synthesize so much change into an
actionable strategy.
For all businesses, a relatively simple solution is close at hand: Examine and evaluate trends
in the world’s largest and most accessible beta site – the global consumer market – and
you’ll be off to a great start.
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Key Questions

At BlackArch Partners, our Applied Technology & Digital Media team spends our days
immersed in transactions involving tech-enabled businesses, often with a Business &
Professional Services focus. We’ve synthesized the many complex trends we observe into a
simple framework that our clients and management teams can use to assess whether
technology is playing an adequate strategic role in their business:
1.

What is your business doing to leverage social media?

2.

What data do your customers need to evaluate your products/services or to do their
jobs?

3.

Crowdsourcing – What crowd of clients do you target? How can they help you?

4.

Mobile

is

the

way

of

the

future

–

If

your

company

delivers

valuable

capabilities, they probably have a mobile application.
5.

Finally – business has become a 24/7 “on-demand” proposition.

Is your company

prepared?

1) What is your business doing to leverage social media?
Your company may have a LinkedIn page or Facebook page and you may use a networking
site, but it isn’t enough. People no longer implicitly trust “authority figures” or business.
Users want to know what like-minded people think and experience — and technology
makes that possible. In the consumer world, online users can rate products, “like” them or
self-identify as “fans.” According to the analytics site Socialbakers, 60% of Internet users
are on Facebook.
Furthermore, 61% of Facebook’s growing user base is aged 35 or older, as cited by the
Swedish web hosting company Pingdom. The more than 800 million users of Facebook
exchange opinions, recommendations, and product experiences every day. Studies show
that consumers value the feedback from their social networks more heavily than any other
source of information.

Furthermore, in our viral world, the consumer (or client) is

tech-enabled to be a purchaser, a referral source and a potential advocate all at the same
time. Remember, these viral social interactions occur both prior to a purchase, when a
customer considers and evaluates a product or service, and also following a purchase when
a consumer has the potential to become an advocate, creating a self-reinforcing loop.
Some business leaders and managers view Facebook and other networks as purely a social
phenomenon with no implications for business. Tell them that Facebook is now a more
trafficked site than Google. That tends to get attention. Figure D (next page) provides a
sample of networking sites that are gaining traction in the professional arena.
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(Figure D) Networking Sites

Global companies seem to be paying attention as well. For example, see Bank of America’s
site

dedicated

exclusively

to

http://social.bankofamerica.com.

communicating

with

customers

on

social

media:

This is a good example of a large, global corporation

making the leap to integrate social media into their operations. If clients are going to be
discussing the pros and cons of banking with Bank of America, it seems Bank of America
wants to be part of the discussion.
So who do your clients include in their networks? Who do they identify with? Where do
they go for information? Is it trade association-based? Is it network-based? What venues
do they frequent? Do you have an opportunity to provide or be influential in a venue? Is
there an opportunity to present your company as a resource for clients? Can you create a
hub for a community of users in your industry space?
What are the most common problems your clients are trying to address? Do you have
helpful information that could be made available to your clients, that demonstrates your
thought leadership? Is there a role for clients to share information with each other – where
you can create a company-sponsored portal or viral community? Where can clients pose an
issue and benefit from your team’s knowledge or the knowledge of other customers? Can
you stimulate viral discussion that promotes your company as a source of trusted
knowledge and solutions or enables one user of your products and services to market to
another? If so, do you monitor those exchanges, looking for where your company has
customer “Likes” and “Dislikes?” How does your team respond to and incorporate that
feedback loop? Remember, that feedback loop will be out there regardless of whether your
team takes note. The only question is whether or not your team has a strategy to leverage
that feedback loop, influence it and turn it into an opportunity for growth.
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2) What data do your customers need to evaluate your products/services or to do their
jobs?
Clients are often overwhelmed by proliferating data, increasingly complex regulation,
security needs, and required multi-party communications for decision-making in a global
business environment with increasingly outsourced partnership arrangements.

Many

businesses struggle to know where the best data is available, how it can be analyzed and
secured, and how to best use it to make decisions. If your clients are struggling with these
issues,

they

often

have

database

and

unified

platform

challenges.

Their

multi-player teams may need real-time, secure access to specialized data on a unified
platform – where all team members can evaluate the same information to participate in
decision-making processes.
As the evolving SaaS market demonstrates, customers can and will pay for information and
service.

Is your company in a position to make relevant data more easily accessible,

accurate and usable by internal or external teams? As data complexity and scale increases,
the value of such services increases. And, with today’s team environment and outsourced
support roles, the viral marketing opportunity readily presents itself. Licensing and SaaStype subscription models even provide opportunities for your clients to both use your
product and require it of other, external support team members. Look for opportunities to
align with your clients’ processes – where can your company’s client experience or service
be improved or made more seamless?
When you host software or data for a client, there is an opportunity to obtain visibility into
client usage patterns for your product or service.

These usage patterns can provide

valuable feedback, enabling better targeted strategies, introduction of new products or
services, as well as a faster development cycle. Aggregated user data builds value as an
outcome of ordinary use. Does your team have an opportunity to enhance data, harness
users and/or get users to add valuable content? In almost every industry, key competitors
are racing to establish platforms that own key core data and make it available to clients in a
value-added, real-time and embedded manner.

Challenge your team to develop

applications that align with client operations and allow instantaneous information flow.

3) Crowdsourcing – What crowd of clients do you target? How can they help you?
If you’ve read this far, you are likely already an innovator in your industry. You may
leverage social media and you may leverage technology in providing clients innovative
solutions. However, our team sees a gap in the market today. Often, some of the most
innovative, client service-oriented firms are so focused on providing value-add to clients,
they fail to capture opportunities to observe and evaluate their own clients’ behavior. As
you provide client services, do you scrupulously look for opportunities to collect data on
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your customers?

How do clients make decisions?

What prevents them from initially

buying, or buying more of, your products or services? How can your company better serve
them? Clients value data about their niche. What do other leaders in the market do? What
do they value? Do they share best practices? Would data on your client group as a whole
be something that clients individually might find valuable? Might it help them to refine
their businesses and position your company as a “high-value” partner for them? This may
be proprietary data that only your company has the opportunity to collect.
According to Wikipedia, a crowdsourced online encyclopedia, “crowdsourcing is the act of
outsourcing tasks, traditionally performed by an employee or contractor to an undefined,
large group of people or community (a crowd), through an open call.

Crowdsourcing is

made possible by distributed networks, inexpensive digital tools of production and people
who create content, rate other people's work or solve problems in their spare time.” Thekey
to crowdsourcing is that it harnesses the collective intelligence, improving ideas rapidly as
more people join the conversation. Business can use a crowdsourcing approach with their
crowd (target market and client base).

By engaging users in a feedback loop, your

management team can create a focused collective activity that grows organically with your
company at the core – soliciting feedback, engaging with users to best understand their
needs, and establishing a two-way dialogue that promotes your company’s best interests
and supports a culture of continual product/service improvement and innovation.

In

today’s market, a crowd ignored is a future client spurned. Crowdsourcing has become
ubiquitous.

Figure E illustrates an approach to crowdsourcing in the political and

government arena where the Obama White House has tried to identify and harness the
power of technology and the crowd in energizing its base.
(Figure E) Political Crowdsourcing

Source: Citizensbriefingbook.change.gov

Encourage your team to examine every customer interaction. Do you make it easy to do
business? How do your clients communicate with your leadership team? Is your company
accessible and embracing of interactions with clients? Are you perceived as innovative and
open? Look for opportunities to collect valuable, proprietary data and task someone on
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your team with thinking about whether there is an opportunity to create thought leadership
and intellectual property that will differentiate your company.
4) Mobile is the way of the future – If your company delivers valuable capabilities, they
probably have a mobile application.
Everything is becoming mobile. There are currently more than 835 million mobile devices
accessing the Internet globally (expected to reach 1.4 billion within two years), compared to
1.3 billion PCs.

Figure F illustrates how smartphone shipments outpaced total PC

shipments of laptops and desktops in 2011.
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(Figure F) Smartphone Shipments Outpacing Total PC Shipments
Source: IDC press releases; eMarketer; Ten Questions Internet Execs Should Ask & Answer

If you and your team have built your technology differentiators around a PC world, you
cannot move fast enough to incorporate mobile applications. Run, do not walk! Again, it’s
a 24/7 world that is highly mobile. Consumers, who will ultimately become your clients, do
not accept requirements to be in a certain place when they gather data. They should not be
required to go to the office (or even to boot up their laptop) to gather information. If they
have an opportunity to think about a problem, they can find a solution on their
“embedded” smartphone or other mobile device.

They can find it wherever they are,

whenever they want, and very fast. Your company must be prepared to address clients’
needs in the same manner.
As

demonstrated

above,

the

PC

is

no

longer

the

only

or

even

the

most

important access device for software or Internet applications. Apps that are limited to a
single type of device are less valuable. Design your apps to function across all mobile
devices - from conception. Gather the team and push the mobile plan. Your company may
have the best solutions that are laptop or PC based. Without mobile, you are at risk of a
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competitor leapfrogging you. As a note, Apple has sold nearly 40 million iPads since its
launch.
5) Finally – Business has become a 24/7 “on-demand” proposition. Is your company
prepared?
Was it just 10 years ago that we waited for FedEx packages to arrive? Or research reports to
be published? Did you give out your office phone number more often than your cell phone
number? Did your kids telephone you instead of texting? Just as consumers have increased
freedom to get answers and make decisions anytime and anywhere, business clients are
demanding the same access. People work on things when they have the time and in the
manner that is most convenient. They will work from home, in the field, and on any mode
of transportation. They also need to communicate globally and with multiplying partners
in outsourced collaborative environments. When they want to solve a problem, they want
the data here and now. Is your company in a position to deliver on-demand effectively?
In BlackArch Partners Applied Technology practice, we work with many clients who are at
the forefront of answering these questions and we see the financing as well as merger and
acquisition markets react very favorably to them. Successful companies are the ones that
have a plan, see these massive changes as an opportunity to think strategically about the
implications for their business and figure out how to deliver. These are the companies
creating value and competitive advantage in today’s applied technology and business
services world. Management teams that can communicate a coherent strategy that includes
these elements are recognized as having superior value and prospects.
Those clients that invest in technological capabilities relevant to their target markets create a
long-term source of competitive advantage, client engagement and reputation for problemsolving and high-value delivery – with the accompanying superior financial results. These
companies are sought by debt and equity capital providers because they are poised to not
only survive but thrive over the next decade. The BlackArch Applied Technology & Digital
Media and Professional & Business Services teams are always interested in speaking with
you about your private company or portfolio holding.

We are happy to share

up-to-the-minute observations and market feedback. Please give us a call to discuss.
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Visit and Connect:
BlackArch
Website

BlackArch Partners is a leading middle-market investment bank offering a full spectrum of
advisory

services

to

financial

sponsors,

private

companies

and

diversified

corporations. BlackArch addresses the needs of entrepreneurs, founders and shareholders of
private companies with specialized services that include M&A advisory, strategic advisory
and private capital solutions. Based in Charlotte, N.C., with offices in Houston, T.X.,
BlackArch features a total of 12 industry-focused practices that covers all sectors of interest
to middle-market investors, and its professionals have closed over 300 transactions in 16
countries on four continents.

EMAIL
info@blackarchpartners.com
PHONE
704.414.6300
CHARLOTTE NC
227 West Trade Street
Suite 2200
Charlotte, NC 28202
704.414.6300

HOUSTON TX
4400 Post Oak Parkway
Suite 2370
Houston, TX 77027
713.380.4300
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BlackArch ‘s
Clients Share
Their Experiences
Working With Us

“We have chosen to work with BlackArch on multiple occasions due to their
balanced approach of not only maximizing shareholder value but also addressing
the various objectives of management teams as well as buyers. As a result, we have
developed enormous trust in the BlackArch team to get all parties focused on
agreeing to the key terms necessary to get a transaction closed. We value the
personal connection we have developed with their team and look forward to
working with them again.”
- Bob Horne and Nick Burger, Partners ZS Fund L.P.
“If you want to have the best group represent you and your company, BlackArch is
that group. During our process, they were consummately professional and
extremely knowledgeable on all the details that you need experts to be focused on.
Their hard work helped us exceed the results we expected when we initiated a
transaction. It’s a no-brainer; hire these guys and they’ll take good care of you!”
-Mike Sechrist; CEO, ProTransport-1
“The entire team at BlackArch Partners worked literally day and night to meet an
aggressive schedule and pull the many diverse players in this transaction together.
Their deep executive team was a real asset to our management team and the
process for all parties. I gained the utmost confidence in their advice and trusted
their judgment as they managed the process to a successful close. I wouldn’t
hesitate to work with them again in the future.”
-Sterling Baker; CEO, Jones & Frank

Explore the
BlackArch Library

We invite you to explore the many BlackArch Reports available for immediate
download on our website:
Achieving Superior Outcomes

Introduction to Private Company Valuation

Alternative Private Capital Solutions

M&A Market Overview

BlackArch’s Roadmap for ActionTM

Private Debt Capital Solutions

Communication & Confidentiality:

Strategic Alternatives for Liquidity

Strategies for a Smooth Transition
The Why’s and How’s of Creating an Equity
Economics of Equity Rollover

Incentive Plan for Senior Management

Globalization of the Middle Market

Transitional Capital Solutions
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